
Eavesdroplets

The streets resound with pedestrians chattering, to friends or to cell phones. People are 
crowding into Internet chat rooms, expounding on forums, posting to mailing lists and 
blogs while televisions patter endlessly. At one time or another we've all overheard 
exchanges that seemed comical , off the wall, premonitory, surrealistic. Often composed 
of ordinary elements, their oddness comes from the way they overlap and recombine to a 
stranger's ears. This random juxtaposition can shake tired expressions out of their torpor, 
metaphors can be mixed, reinvigorated or rendered ridiculous. This project  collects these 
recontextualized sound bytes to use as starting points for collaborative net-stories.
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And Then, FINALLY

Name: Oliver Luker
Email: oliver@dispatx.com
When: 14 Sept 2006
Where: Passeig de Gracia, Barcelona
Who: American Tourist
Eavesdroplet: And then, FINALLY, he went to the urologist.

In this short novella a shy American teenager on a school trip to Spain suspects 
something is wrong with his right testicle. A series of diary entries chronicle in crisp and 
precise prose his nightmarish visions of a malignant tumor growing and spreading to his 
left testicle, and then to his rectum, abdomen, lung, even his brain.  After a while, as he 
trudges through museums, medieval villages and urban shopping streets, he comes to 
believe that he may not have cancer after all but perhaps some other kind of growth, like 
a cyst--otherwise why would he still be alive? The reader begins to wonder if he'll  be able 
overcome his embarrassment and seek help before it is too late. The darkly humorous 
outcome upends our expectations.
 



At Some Small Slight or Other

Name: Mad Mike
Email: mad_mike@yahoo.com
When: June 2006
Where: Chicago
Who: Mad Mike
Eavesdroplet: At some small slight or other, I comment 'fuck!'. Almost immediately, the only other 
individual nearby starts in. 'Mmm ... Mr Potty Mouth!'. He walks past me and as he looks back, 
comments insouciantly 'Good day!'. My response : It is. No it isn't ... dirty mouth. Oh, look - I  
apologise to you. No, no - there'll be no apology ... what do you know about ... CONCRETE. Because 
that's where you're headed. Moves in front of me - a big blood spot in his eye. You're not a child of  
Apollo!

Synopsis:

Colonel "Mad Mike" O'Hare, Irish mercenary and  ex-paratrooper, is a truculent figure 
whose name became a household word in the 1970s owing to his many dubious, some 
say unscrupulous, exploits in the Congo and South Africa. He was finally arrested after 
trying to overthrow the government of the Seychelles in 1981, but was released from 
prison in 1985. 

Though he has written several memoirs, this is his first novel. And it is quite a story. Set 
in Chicago amidst illegal dealings, drug trafficking, labor racketteering and stock 
manipulation, it is the first-person account of a feisty old Irishman who resolves to drive 
the Cosa Nostra out of business.

His absurdist tale begins with this exemplary exchange:

At some small slight or other, I comment "fuck!".
 
Almost immediately, the only other individual nearby starts in. "Mmm ... Mr Potty 
Mouth!". He walks past me and as he looks back, comments insouciantly "Good day!".
 
- My response : It is. No it isn't ... dirty mouth. Oh, look - I apologise to you. 

- No, no - there'll be no apology ... what do you know about ... CONCRETE. Because that's 
where you're headed.  Moves in front of me - a big blood spot in his eye. You're not a 
child of Apollo!

-     I  am a child of Apollo... Armstrong and Aldrin bouncing on craters in grainy black and 
white.  But why CONCRETE? The perfect getaway to the North Cascades, with national, 
state, and county parks, the Skagit River, and Baker and Shannon Lakes? What do I know 
about ...CONCRETE? In its simplest form, it's a mixture of paste and aggregates: plastic 
and malleable when newly mixed, strong and durable when hardened. Most certainly <a 
href="http://matse1.mse.uiuc.edu/concrete/hll.html">a hard lesson to learn</a>. 

As skateboarders like to say: Only the concrete can teach you to skate.



Aujourd'hui Je Crois que J'ai Maigri

Name: Christelle Lecoeur
Email: christellelecoeur@hotmail.com
When: tuesday afternoon, 10th of october
Where: rue du Parc Royal, Paris, France
Who: a girl about 26 to her boyfriend
Eavesdroplet: "aujourd'hui je crois que j'ai maigri, tu ne trouves pas?"

Scene

She touched me lightly on the arm.

- Today I believe I've lost weight, don't you think?

Now I'm incapable of detecting the slightest difference, but I'll let it slide.

- Then you'll need to get rid of that flab. Wrinkles are ugly.

- What do I have to do? Situps in the middle of the road? I've been starving myself all 
week, but nothing's good enough for you!

See how I became an expert in weight management?

- No use raising your voice.

- Look who's talking.



Bring It into the Body

Name: Francois
Email: francois_obean@hotmail.com
When: April 2006
Where: Paris
Who: Unknown person on phone
Eavesdroplet: Bring it into the body ... why would the bank turn against you? he has to prove it! He 
gave you half?

Story type: background

Bring it into the body ...The latent conflict is quite promising, if I can only find a way of 
reconciling body and bank. Why would the bank turn against you? Either the speaker or the 
person on the other end would seem to have been accused of some action warranting 
exclusion from the bank, by a nameless "he" who is challenged to provide proof of his 
charges. he has to prove it! He gave you half? Just what is "it"  that might be "brought" into 
the body? Oliver suggests that "body" comes from a poor translation; the original word 
being "cour" and not "corps". It could very logically be brought into court (cour), the 
courtyard (cour), a tennis court (court) or class (cours).



Don't Ever Call Rachel, Ever

Name: Oliver Luker
Email: oliver@dispatx.com
When: August 2005
Where: Barcelona Airport
Who: Unknown passenger. 
Eavesdroplet: "(Picks up 'phone) Don't ever call rachel, ever. Don't call her. Don't ever call, I don't 
want you calling her. You should erase her number from your phone ... so what's up?"

Oliver Luker's novel is set entirely in Barcelona's El Prat airport. A series of phone 
conversations frame a somber tale of erotism, jealousy and betrayal told with biting 
humor. We hear a woman's voice, hysterical, rising in pitch as it repeats its imprecations 
before suddenly switching registers. In the course of the story we'll find out the reason for 
this. The elusive Rachel pulls the strings here, compelling the protagonist to return time 
and again even as he appears to escape her cruel public humiliations. The author knits 
together disparate threads: the darker side of desire, mordant social satire, the obsession 
with power and control. 



Era La Virgen Mirandome

Name: montse
Email: cucuchibebe@yahoo.com
When: 24 de agosto a las 14hrs aprox.
Where: el jardi - barcelona
Who: un hombre y una mujer
Eavesdroplet: ...", en suspension" "mmm" "te digo que era la virgen, yo estaba mirando por el  
balcon, hacia la calle y la vi, la virgen, en suspension y me miraba con ojos de compasion" "mmm" 
"te digo que era la virgen, la vi ¿y sabes por que me miraba con ojos de compasion? porque soy 
una maldita puta" "mmm"

In a Barcelona garden a woman and a man :
--“I could see her, it was the Virgin Mary suspended in mid-air.” 
--“mmm” (From a man's point of view, it is all neurons and testosterone.)
-- “I tell you she was the virgin, I was watching from the balcony, out on the street and I 
saw her, the virgin, in suspension and she looked at me with the eyes of compassion.” 
--“mmm” (Lay it on with a ladle at the right time, with an eye-dropper when the going 
gets tough.)
--“I tell you that it was the Virgin I saw and you know she watched me with 
compassionate eyes? ...a damn whore." 
--“mmm” (Higher and higher...)



Go On, Jamie

Name: Raymond
Email: loisirdufutur@yahoo.co.uk
When: 1998
Who: a group of drunk teenagers
Where: LSE Quad
Eavesdroplet: Go on Jamie, give him some jamie ... come on Tim ... huh! this could be a serious 
pisstake - yeah he's skinny but he's shit - hahahahah - I bet you gave him some - I did, I did ... NO, I  
tell you what I mean - I was down there earlier and it was shit, he was playing, like, Dexy's Midnight 
Runners [deletia] this two-hour lecture, right , and I was really fucked - but - I need a dram to keep 
me working - there's nothing wrong with this - o you know - the usual, the same old shit. You be 
bad for the time being, but I win - 3, 2, 1 go o you gotta show him

Go on Jamie, give him some Jamie ... 
come on Tim ... 

Another fist fight I expect. They must be behind me. Other side of the Quad. Don't let 
myself get distracted. Can't afford to mess up the Eco theory test. 

huh! this could be a serious pisstake 

The voice reminded me vaguely of someone. Who was it? Oh shoot, tomorrow's my last 
chance. If I fmess up this one, I'll be out on my ear.

yeah he's skinny but he's shit
- hahahahah

What an odd laugh. Very unconvincing. Maybe the others are putting pressure on him, 
setting him up to do something he doesn't want to. 

- I bet you gave him some 

What? Dope? Something to keep him quiet?

I did, I did ...

-NO, I tell you what I mean I was down there earlier and it was shit, he was playing, like, 
Dexy's Midnight Runners [deletia] this two-hour lecture, right , and I was really fucked.

Downstairs I could hear some vaguely country stuff. Was that the Runners?

- but I need a dram to keep me working

Not dope, just whisky. Not that that was any better. To tell the truth, I could use a shot 
myself.

- there's nothing wrong with this 
- o you know - the usual, the same old shit. You be bad for the time being, but I win. 
I turned around. They were at the next table, huddled over. What were they looking at? I 
decided to get another drink. That'd be an excuse to walk by their table.
- 3, 2, 1 go o you gotta show him 

I advanced my head as if someone had called to me and I was trying to see who it was.... 
Their half-full glasses were arranged in a diamond shape. On one side of the diamond the 
bits of a peach were being transported, tiny bit by tiny bit, to the other edge. What were 
they doing, racing ants?



 Have You Been There Before?

Name: Oliver Luker
Email: oliver@dispatx.com
When: Unknwon
Where: An airport
Who: Unknown passenger. 
Eavesdroplet: Have you been there before? Yes, it's alright, but 10 hours later, 6 hours difference. 
OH, don't REMIND me!

Synopsis:
Insecurity and jet-lag are at the heart of this comedy about the relationship between a 
mother and her bedazzled daughters. 



I Just Dealt It

Name: Phil Carpenter
Email: laalforja@hotmail.com
When: 4:30pm
Where: The fountains at the edge of the park, near the underpass.
Who: 2 kids, baseball caps, stubble and acne.
Eavesdroplet: "..rahhhhrrr..." "what?" "...I just dealt it to the scene cunts..." "eh..?" "I just done it." 
"What they do?" "...raaahhh.."

Story type: background
The picture is quite clear, vividly drawn. Teenaged boys hanging out after school at the 
edge of the park in a somewhat urban, perhaps an edge city, setting. 

For the slang contained in the eavesdroplet itself, I resorted to both Google and the 
online Urban Dictionary. Here is the result of my inquiry:

Rahhhhrrr is similar to rawr, "a primitive sound used to represent a personal feeling. Due 
to the generic and modular nature of the word, the actual implied meaning varies from 
person to person." "A cool, more sexually oriented way of saying roar".

"Dealt it": The most frequent response was the aphorism "he who smelt it dealt it". There 
were a few variations : "if you smelt it you dealt it" "the smeller's the feller"  or, turned 
inside out: "you smelt it, we dealt it" (it makes a catchy CD title !).  If "Silent but Violent" 
is child slang qualifying a fart, guff, trump etc., "to deal it" would be the verb. He who 
smelt it dealt it is often used figuratively, to stigmatize "caterwauling politicians":  in an 
attempt to deflect attention, wrongdoers in office are often quick to alert the media of 
scandal, suggesting that others are to blame for something they themselves have done. 

The phrase "get dealt" means to be "seriously and utterly defeated in something you 
think you're good at, but you're not". Sports teams like to hackle their opponents with 
cries of "go get dealt". Perhaps this meaning is related to the poker metaphor: to be dealt 
a good or a bad hand in life. However here we have an indirect object: someone to whom 
"it" has been dealt, like a boxer a fatal KO, that someone being the "scene cunts". The 
second instance comes as a precision after the second kid questions the first ("eh...?" 
meaning "could you please repeat that?"): "I just done it." "Done it", the Urban Dictionary 
explains, is the past of "doin it" which has several meanings, all of which are fairly 
explicit. "The act of holding one's arm up at the chest at a horizontal 90 degree angle, 
and proceeding to move the arm from left to right, closed fisted, in a fast motion. 
Normally performed with the eyes tightly shut, teeth clenched in a wide opened mouthed 
manner and head swiftly moving from left to right in opposite sync of one's arm. This is 
normally only performed under extreme intoxication... and is often associated with 
listening to heavy-metal music, although it may be performed at any time, you'll just look 
totally ridiculous while doing it sober." "Doin' it" with an apostrophe designates, in British 
slang, the sex act itself.

The expression "scene cunts"  occurs frequently though it is not formally defined in any 
one place. While in Scottish slang the term "cunts" can be used to designate any group of 
women, "scene", "scene kids" or "scene girls" are often defined by lists of quite specific 
attributes. Clothing and hair styles (either long, black and spiky in back or short and 
layered with patches of brown), life styles (veggan, animal rights activism), taste in music 
(punk, metal, rock). A few attributes of scene girls: septum rings, skinny jeans with flats, 
print shirts with stripes, polka dots, or hearts. They may also wear a tight "guyish" band 
tee shirt under a girly shirt to make it more "scene". 

"Raaahhh" has several connotations. "Rahhhhhh" means "oh my gosh" or "no way" while
rahhhh is short for "ravin'": "What you scream out your cab's window on the way home 
from a long hard night on the piss (=drinking, particularly beer). Better used at a busy 
intersection." 



To resume, we could say: "Yeah, yeah. Keep talking, man."



Look at This Brute Here

Name: Evan Daniel
Email: evan_daniel216@aol.com
When: 20 January 1996
Where: London Zoo
Who: Man & child
Eavesdroplet: Sign : BLACK TRIGGER FISH "Look at this brute here" - teeth like burnt horse "isn't it 
cute!" "yes, no ... ugly" "it looks as if it's been chalked, poor thing" "chopped?" "no - chalked" "oh ...  
what?" "you know, all the white bits"

This eavesdroplet was reported by Evan Daniel. 
1. Evan Daniel is a volonteer crewman of the Royal National Lifeboat Institute (RNLI) 
stationed in the harbour of the Cardigan Bay town of Aberystwyth (Wales). 
http://users.aber.ac.uk/spm3ce/the_people.htm

2. Evan Matthew Daniel is an archivist at the Tamiment Library/Robert F. Wagner Labor 
Archives, New York University. He is also a Ph.D. student studying history and political 
science at the New School for Social Research. 
http://www.zoominfo.com/people/Daniel_Evan_322283774.aspx

3. Evan Daniel is 17, 5'9" and a senior at Prospect High School in Mount Prospect, Illinois. 
He is on the starter football team, an offensive Right Back, Number 23. 
http://www.ihsa.org/activity/fb/2005-06/7info1.htm

 4. Evan Daniel joined the Queens office in early 2006 as an associate working alongside 
Alfonso Holloman covering the Astoria and Long Island City sections of the borough. 

A graduate of Yeshiva University, Mr. Daniel majored in sociology and studied business as 
his minor. During school, he was a business intern at Wellfleet Partners, Inc., a venture 
capital/merchant banking firm. He later went on to act as a physical therapy aide at 
Orthopedic Associates while simultaneously working as an intern paralegal. During his 
final year of school, Mr. Daniel entered the world of real estate and became a salesperson 
for Starnest Realty Inc. "http://www.masseyknakal.com/personnel/personnel_profile.cfm?
EmpID=195

 5. Evan Daniel is the author of The Prayer-Book: Its History, Language, and Contents, 
that classic historical commentary on the traditional Book of Common Prayer and the 
Articles of Religion. http://www.lulu.com/content/502978 

 6. I'm <a href="http://www.miranda.org/~evand/hybrid/index.html">Evan Daniel</a>. 
I've been flying rockets for a bit over a year now, at the Whitakers launch site in 
Whitakers, North Carolina, USA. I live in Durham, North Carolina. I've studied Computer 
Science at NC State University, but am contemplating a career change into Rocket 
Science / Aerospace Engineering. 



My Daughter Once Had Some Lovely Batteries from Belgium

Name: Wayne Brett
Email: waynebrett@gmail.com
When: Maybe 10 years ago (~1996)
Where: On a London Underground train
Who: Two ladies in their 50's talking
Eavesdroplet: "...my daughter once had some lovely batteries from Belgium..."

This weekend, Christie's and Sotheby's are both holding high profile auctions of modern 
art. We'll undoubtedly be seeing some newsworthy prices. The frenzy of the art market 
has convinced many owners of blue-chip work that now is the time to sell. 

Noted art historian and critic Chuck Rosenberg has put up for auction his collection of 
more than 3,200 batteries. This encyclopedic collection is among the finest in private 
hands in the world and is recognized by scholars for its extraordinary quality, range and 
depth, and for its representation of rare and unique works. The lots include early German, 
Flemish, Dutch and Italian models from the postwar period, featuring masterpieces by 
Extra-Heavy, Great Cell, Kin Power, Usance, Power Tool, Sunny, Xces and Get Ready. The 
Rosenberg Collection is virtually legendary for the exceptional quality and number of its 
batteries, which include scores of items that are among the finest in existence by their 
respective creators. 

Featured lots include:

A stunning battery featuring a lovely Oriental woman’s face surrounded by an elaborate 
headdress. This lovely battery recalls the beautiful actresses in the movie “Memoirs of a 
Geisha.” The vintage battery is 2 ½ inches across and 1 ½ inches high. The face portion 
of the battery is in brushed or matte finish, while the headdress section has a polished 
finish. The battery is in near mint condition with virtually no signs of wear. The battery 
was quite leaky when it was acquired but as you can see, it has been beautifully repaired. 
This unique and sophisticated battery is sure to be a conversation piece and a wonderful 
addition to any vintage collection.

Daily Max, so well known for its porcelain models, is the creator of a series of rare 
luscious porcelain batteries, handmade and hand painted, in mint condition in the original 
gift box, with certificate from Daily Max of Italy. These delicate vintage batteries are 
bouquets of flowers (perhaps rosebuds?) in the daintiest peach-pink, with green leaves 
adorning them. Approximately ¾ inch in diameter, these breathtaking batteries rest in a 
bed of deep rose satin in their original paisley trimmed gift box. The box has gold tone 
edging and is 4 by 3 by 1 ½ inches. What a lovely vintage addition to that special 
person’s collection!

A set of French batteries. These gorgeous Get Readys from Paris feature large cushion cut 
magnetic poles in silver tone spiral settings. They are 1 ½ inches in diameter and in 
outstanding condition with a lovely patina. Each battery is marked “Get Ready New York 
Paris” on the back and bears the Get Ready “G” logo. A lovely signed Get Ready item is a 
must have for an antique or vintage battery collection.  These are among the most 
sought after essential batteries used in Authentic Voodoo, Ancient Egyptian, Ancient 
Hindu and European Witchcraft product lines to insure a pure, unadulterated connection 
to the spirit world. These lovelies would certainly make a stunning gift. All antique and 
vintage collectible items are shipped boxed and beautifully wrapped.

One of the highest bidders will undoubtedly be the Jagger Museum at The London School 
of Economics. I was fortunate to be able to interview the curator of this prestigious 
institution. 

Q: How do you decide which lots to bid on?

A: The criteria for designation of rare specimens are defined by the museum's internal 
regulations. Nominated batteries are sent to the Committee on Designation of Rare 
batteries to determine which should be taken into the categories of rare/semi-rare 
batteries. Up to now, 1,220 specimens have been designated as rare batteries and 782 
specimens as semi-rare batteries. Materials which do not fit the above criteria can also be 



designated as rare batteries for their rarity.



Start with a MUH

Name: David
Email: david@dispatx.com
When: sometime in 2004
Where: South Bank, London
Who: A mother and daughter
Eavesdroplet: A mother was playing with her young daughter on the embankment walk beside the 
Thames - showing her how to draw hearts on the pavement in chalk: Mother: "Start with a MUH" 
Daughter: "Go into a UH"

Fallout from a Valentine's day anti-war action in February 2003? Peace-keeping missiles 
on their way to Iraq. Here, centered on a web page, in rainbow colors (the "i"s could have 
been dotted wth hearts) Chalk4Peace: “Draw a chalk heart on your doorstep. Draw chalk 
hearts on the pavement. ...Make your mark, draw a heart... Even if you've never done 
anything please, please just bring a piece of chalk and draw a heart.” 

 



Yeah, No One Marches Anymore

Name: David
Email: david@dispatx.com
When: August 6th
Where: A young woman, mid-20s, a white hairband
Who: Reading, Berkshire, United Kingdom
Eavesdroplet: "Yeah, no one marches anymore"

Story type=Background:
When a young woman wearing a white hairband says no one marches anymore, the 
meaning would seem obvious. However both personal experience and google-browsing 
yield much evidence to the contrary. Wikipedia has several meticulously detailled articles 
on marching bands, their music, their formations, even their jargon. "Good marching 
bands do not just practice until they get it right. Good marching bands practice their 
music and marching routines over and over until it is almost impossible for them to do it 
wrong", a certain Butch Dufault is quoted as saying.

Maybe this is more of an American phenomenon, like drum majorettes or the Rose Bowl. 
There, even if you live far from the reach of the media, you can't help but occasionally 
cross the path of a brass band. In England perhaps marching is "out". It is in France in the 
sense of John Philip Sousa (could it ever have been "in"?) but here marching has long 
been associated with protest. Every spring young people hit the streets by the thousands, 
beating on tom toms, pounding out slogans, fine-tuning their revolt in formations 
designed for the 8:00 news. This has not changed much since Flaubert's time. Last month 
it was doctors and nurses, chanting almost the same slogans as those of the students the 
previous spring, the same sound equipment, the tom toms, everything in fact, except the 
surgical gowns.

So what made the girl in the white hairband say "Yeah"? Could it be the hairband itself? A 
narrow, elastic white band worn near the front of the hair by teenage girls and young 
women in the late 1990s. A site specializing in communion veils shows one with flowers 
and pearls. A children's hair salon is called the White Hairband. On e-bay : new-white-
butterfly-of-innocence-hairband. The wide white cloth band worn by Gabriel's wife in the 
movie Zazie in the Metro. Hairbands of either type were often worn by girls growing out 
bangs, to keep them out of her face. 

§Who was she talking to? Did David overhear any more of the conversation? Could he 
have misunderstood? Unless it was the girl who had misconstrued her companion's 
remark? Do I hear nostalgia in her voice? Maybe she remembers marching as a child, how 
much fun it was keeping in step with the others. Today there are just too many drummers 
vying for our attention...

David says this: "As I recall, there was a specific emphasis on the first syllable of the word 
'marches' - a London accent, slightly nasal enunciation - as if the girl was laying on a 
thick irony, highlight the absurdity of anyone mistaking an activity as anything other than 
marching. As if the use of the word marching was some private joke between the two 
girls, or that somehow, in their minds, marching was so prevalent that it has become 
banal. I don’t know if this might be some tangled opinion on political disillusionment or 
apathy - over a million protestors converging under the dreaded resignation that they will 
not be acknowledged - but it might shine another light on it."

If our two world-weary Londoners had been keeping tabs on the protest marches in 
France, they might have wondered what all the fuss was about. Soldiers dying in Iraq was 
one thing, a law which would allow employers to fire workers at will was something else 
again! And yet half of France was up in arms. "They want to toss us out like used 
kleenex!" We'd had our usual spring season with universities shut down for varying 
numbers of weeks in March and April, weathered the usual complaints from students who 
want classes to be held anyway and who, this time, organized their own marches with 



banners and press conferences. By August of course the whole affair was just stale news. 
The objectionable legislation had been withdrawn months earlier so everyone could sit for 
exams and receive credit for their courses. In the meantime another, more insidious law 
had been fashioned, and ushered in while all of France, it seems, was on vacation... So no 
one marches anymore?


